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Journey through the city... Mirt second solo album. Reissued on 
CD ten years after first release on limited Cdr  (cat|sun, second 
limited edition - Foxglove).              

"I remember it was the first record I recorded - solo or with the band -  
which I was able to listen without thinking that  I should change all... The 
next albums seemed to be the next steps forward, but today this one album 
seems to me a different path, which I’ve not examined later, and to which I 
go back with nostalgia. "- Mirt

"Mirt goes back to the old electronic equipment from iron curtain era 
(Vermona, Student, Eltronic ...), which raises many (and rightly) 
disgusted. He reaches for somewhere found instruments - trumpet, flute, 
bass, guitar. The sound of "Journey ..." did not take out of nowhere. This 
"randomness" made it. It is not very far from One Inch of Shadow, but still 
it is a completely new experience. "- Jarecki (Cold Magazine)

"... And again we are dealing with sounds so subtle that it almost 
disappear - the minimal ambient impressions were woven with a stylish 
retro analog sounds (...) and small scraps of flattering ornaments - from 
microloops and electronic clicks and glitches to solos of the trumpet."- 
Rafał Księżyk (Antena Krzyku)

Mirt | musician and graphic artist. Creates solo and in collaborations, 
member of Brasil and The Gallowbrothers Band (formerly One Inch of 
Shadow). With both bands recorded 11 CDs (on labels like Last Visible 
Dog, Nefryt, MonotypeRec) and placed a lot of tracks on compilations 
all around the world.
Conducts label cat|sun, and along with Jakub Mikołajczyk 
MonotypeRec. He is also editor-in-chief of the magazine M|I. With 
Marcin Łojek (New Nihilism, Mantichora) he runs Modularne.info - 
polish blog about modular synthesizers and boutique 
synth modules manufacture.
His solo music is sometimes quieter than field recordings, which he 
likes to use. Sometimes repetitive but it can also be
characterized by subcutaneous rapacity.
Usually the sound is based on analog synthesizers, guitars, trumpets 
and acoustic instruments that he likes to electrify
and process. Mirt also likes to think that his music oscillates between 
an organic lo-fi, ambient and psychedelia in the broadest sense of the 
word. He does not like adding philosophy to music, but usually he does
it ... for example writing such notes like this one.
Mirt released 6 solo albums (for MonotypeRec, Nefryt, Foxglove and 
cat|sun).
On stage and in the studio he appeared among others together with 
Hati, Wolfram, Tomasz Gadomski, Black Forest / Black
Sea, Ray Dickaty, Angelica Castelló.

www.mirt.brasilandthegallowbrothersband.org

www.modularne.info

Xaoc Devices - 

www.http://soundcloud.com/mirt-1
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REEDITON

1.  | 2.  | 3.  | 4. 
5.  | 6. |7. |8. |9. 
obscured by clouds [:45] first day without rain [5:52] strange ballad about the signs [4:20] in the cab once again [5:00] 
song about disappearing [6:12] in the harbour [7:52] city [1:16] journey [3:48] look at the sky - it must be a spaceship [8:06]
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